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Jan founded Health Intelligence Partners six years ago as a health care consultancy that blends more than 
thirty years of business and clinical experience. Health Intelligence Partners focuses both nationally and 
internationally on short term and long term healthcare business strategies and solutions. Jan and Health 
Intelligence Partners help clients navigate the healthcare environment in order to identify and articulate value 
opportunities. A great deal of Jan’s focus is on consumer engagement and how it affects the decisions that the 
consumer makes and the actions that they take.

Prior to founding Health Intelligence Partners, Jan served as Senior Vice President and Chief Clinical Officer 
for CVS Caremark. During that time she had Executive Management, P & L, Operations, Innovation and Strategy 
responsibilities. Before going to CVS Caremark, Jan had 15 years experience in healthcare administration within 
the health plan and academic arenas and lead operations for two population health companies.

As a veteran healthcare executive, Jan’s leadership has delivered results in a variety of settings. Jan offers her 
experiences and insights through her consulting agency as well as through her participation on healthcare 
boards. She presently sits on the boards of Care Core National (Committees: Finance (Past Chairperson), 
Compensation, Search, M&A and Strategic Directions), Meals to Heal, The University of Arizona School of 
Pharmacy, RxAnte ,Midwest Business Group on Health and Care Continuum Alliance (Population Health Trade 
Organization). She also sits on numerous business and healthcare committees.

As the author of the books “Leveraging Health” and “Thirteen Common Pitfalls in Consumer Engagement” and 
“Medical Liability for Pediatricians” , the Editor in Chief of American Journal of Pharmacy Benefit and on the 
editorial boards of a number of healthcare journals, Jan is considered a national health care thought leader. Jan 
speaks and writes on a broad range of health care issues.

Jan holds both a Doctor of Medicine degree and a Masters degree in Jurisprudence from Loyola University in 
Chicago and a Certificate in Healthcare Business Administration from University of South Florida. She also holds 
a black belt in Six Sigma. Jan is an assistant professor at Northwestern University School of Medicine in Chicago, 
Illinois.
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